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Tips and Tricks!
TREATMENT TABLES

- If main power outlet is easily accessible – Unplug table for 2 minutes, to reset the system
- Plug back in
- Test foot control functions; raise and lower table height completely up and down 3 times
- Test hand control functions; raise and lower head and foot sections (if tilt or salon top) all the way up and down 3 times
- When lowering any section of the table, make sure that no supplies or any part of your body is between the top of your table and its base.
- Test embedded warmer; turn on, wait at least 1 minute and lay on table to feel heat
- Test warming drawer – add a warm moist towel to unit and test heat level and after 30 mins of usage.
- Visually inspect upholstery for any wear and tear before disinfecting the table.
- Disinfect the table and FacePillow upholstery with EPA registered and LEC recommended product (see website for complete list) - https://www.livingearthcrafts.com/cleaning.htm
Tips and Tricks!
PEDICURE CHAIRS

- Unplug chair
- Visually inspect perimeter of chair - sweep or vacuum any debris
- Remove jet covers and impeller. Soak and rinse following Cosmetology board recommendations for using EPA registered disinfectant.
- Plug in
- Fill bowl and run jets
- Test tilt function
- Test Relaxor/Shiatsu option functions by powering on and cycling through options
- Disinfect the chair upholstery with EPA registered, LEC recommended product (see website for complete list) - https://www.livingearthcrafts.com/cleaning.htm
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